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Bomb threats disrupt UMO,UMB

by theCAMPUS news staff

Iwo bomb threats which led to
the evacuation of Stevens Hall and
Fast Annex Wednesday morning have
completed a weird cycle of similar
threats which have driven nearly
9,000 UMO students, faculty, and
staff from academic, social, and living
quarters since the first threat was
phoned into Murray flail, the
Zoology building, last Thursday
afternoon.
The peak of the bomb scare
activity came Tuesday night, when,
beginning
at
4 : 10
p.m.,
anonymously-telephoned
threats
emptied eight dorms on the UMO
campus and three dorms at the South
campus, temporarily depriving 2,500
University of Maine students of their
usual places to study and sleep.
The two additional threats on
Wednesday morning confirmed UMO
Police and Security Chief William
Tynan's earlier expressed theory that
many
UMO academic buildings
would be threatened on Wednesday.
UMO President Winthrop Libby
has estimated that the past week's
bomb scares have cost the University
of Maine in the vicinity of eight to
ten thousand dollars. In making this
"shirt-sleeve" estimate. Libby figured
the cost of student tuition from the
lost class time, time lost by janitors
and other UMO employees, and the
amount of overtime paid members of
the police force who were called to
search buildings.
Before the Tuesday evening series
of threats, which turned the UMO
campus topsy-turvy
with
mass
confusion, bewilderment, and fear,
three other buildings had been
emptied over the weekend following
the Murray Hall incident. ['ogler
Library was threatened Saturday
morning at 10:15, the Memorial
Union was evacuated early Sunday

afternoon, and Hancock Hall was
notified that it too was housing a
bomb Monday night.
In all cases the unknown caller
had a male voice, and variations of
his message that "There is a bomb in
your building," was tersely delivered
before the line went dead on the
unknown caller's end,
Mrs. Catherine Littlefield, the
zoology department secretary who
received the first bomb scare call,
said the message was delivered by a
"completely normal" male voice.
But Mrs. Elaine Nadeau, who
received the call fro the Memorial
Union threat, said the caller had a
"deep, hoarse voice."
And
Norn,a Trefethen. the
library employee who received the
call at the Periodicals Room, was
reportedly told by a similar deep
voice that a bomb would detonate
within 15 minutes.
The person who made the
threatening call into York Hall
Tuesday night reportedly asked for a
girl not enrolled at UMO and then
told his listener "I thought she might
like to know there's a bomb in the
building."
In all cases the unknown caller
had a male voice, and variations of
his message that "There is a bomb in
your building," was tersely delivered
before the line went dead on the
unknown caller's end.
But as of Wednesday morning, no
clues were available as to who or how
many people were telephoning the
bomb threats. Chief Tynan said he
could not be sure of the number of
people because so many calls had
been received, and reports varied
concerning voice descriptions and
contents of the messages.
Dunn Hall, a men's dormitory,
was the first to be threatened on

Tuesday evening. By eleven o'clock,
Hart ,
Gannett,
Somerset,
Cumberland, Oak and York Halls had
also been temporarily cleared of their
occupants. The final threat of the
evening to a UMO building was
phoned into the library at II p.m.
Most of the UMO buildings were
searched and reopened within three
hours of the threatening calls, as four
UMO security force search teams
worked until 3 a.m. Wednesday to
search the buildings as quickly but as
thoroughly as possible.
Two teams of campus policemen

had to search three oh the five
dormitories on the South Campus

lrtcd
which
were also
explosives were inside.
continued on page]
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The zoology building was the first of 19 buildings to be temporarily
shut down by bogus bomb threats which began last Thursday.

Threats
continue

(PECS) Equipment which will
2. Go to another telephone and
allow the tracing of all incoming calls
call the university switchboard,
has been installed at the switchboard
notifying the operator of the number
of the University of Maine at Orono,
of the telephone which has been left
On Wednesday afternoon another
it was announced Wednesday by
off the hook.
bomb threat, this time in Memorial
university officials.
3. Leave the telephone receiver Gymnasium, sent police and security
Called Trace Back equipment, the
men rushing to search for an
installation will permit the tracing of off the hook until notified by
explosive device in one ot the most
university
officials
to
replace
it.
any call made to university buildings,
accessible and expansive buildings on
whether from off-campus or from
The equipment was installed
the UMO campus.
within the university.
Wednesday by the. New England
Jean Home, a clerk -typist in the
University employes have been Telephone and Telegraph Company
athletic
office
received
an
instructed that starting immediately,
at the university's request after the anonymous call at 309 p m.
if they receive a telephone call that
institution had received threatening
At press time. Assistant Chief ot
warns of a bomb having been placed
calls riemssitating the evacuation of Police Robert Piccueci did not know
m a university structure they are to
18 buildings in the past week. The for how long the building would be
follow these procedures:
requested
university
the sealed oft, but search teams were
had
I. Leave the telephone receiver equipment several weeks ago but it being formed to canvas
the building
over which the call was taken off the was not available until Wednesday.
hook.

A monetary nrivard will
be paid to any owe seald'00111
infonmadon leading to the
mist and conviction, or
arrest and commitment to a
menial institution, of the
person or persons responsible
for lad week's bomb 'tweets.
University
The
Administration has offered a
reward of $1,000. The
decision came after President
Ltiby and Chancellor McNeil
hastily got the approval of
the Board of Trustees. Before
the university reward was

announced, students who
were getting tired of missed
classes and sleepless nights
started organizing efforts to
raise a reward fund through
donations.
The student reward fund
is being collected at the
Maine CAMPUS office in
Lord Half and will be tacked
onto the university fund. If
no reward is paid the money
will be donated to a campus
charity.
Persons with information
should call the University
Police at extension 7355.
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Stu ent senate, student services, and police department personnel hold a strategy session outside o
Hart Hall to determine how to cope with the bomb scares which swept across the UMO campus
Tuesday night.
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Council tables
reform proposal
the Student Senate suffered a
serious setback in the area of
academic return] at the Council of
i. olleges meeting Monday
afternoon.
Chic Chalmers, Student Senate
president, delivered a report on
Senate action proposing a Task I ortx
on
Acadernit
Retorm at the
University level. l'he proposal svas

tabled by the Council due to what
political science professor Walter
Schoenberger claimed was a lack of
tune to evaluate this serious proposal.
Distribution of data concerning
the academic policy was not
circulated to the Council members
until alter the meeting began and
even then there weren't enough

Bond issue defeats
slow UM progress

sheets to be distributed to all
members.
Schoenberger said he felt the
proposed UMO Task Force on
Academic Review had some sound
suggestions, but he was not ready to
vote on a matter of such grave
importance without having read the
proposals. Council chairman William
Randel, said, "I like Chic Chalmers
very much. It's too bad but he got
caught a little at the meeting. It is
too bad the proposal got tabled. That
will put it off another month."
Comm tutication,
which
is
becoming a major issue insofar as
University relation-, with the public is
concerned, wau,Isitior:toptc at the
meeting. ISengettl Hayes, Profescotof
Political Science, moved that Randel
appoint a task force to investigate,
gather data, evaluate and present
findings to the Council of Colleges on
the impact of UMO on the Super-U
system and to propose ways for
improving this relationship. "It is
time for us to re-evaluate our present
direction," said Hayes.
President Libby proposed that
the Council delve seriously into
considering
the desirability of
election of a Dean of Faculty. Libby
candidly noted that he was not sure
Vice President of Academic Affairs. James
Clark, attends to affairs at the of the advantages
of this position,
Council of Colleges meeting Monday. Student
Senate Pres. Chic Chalmers but suggested it was
worth looking
arrived at the meeting late.
into.
Randel, whose term expires in
May, said he didn't really know what
the students thought of the Council
of
Colleges ,
the
top
faculty-administrative policy-making
both on campus, meeting with the
UMO president in an effort to form
Randel said he believes the
Council will speed up things such as
academic reform. "Separate colleges
can only do so much. The Council
represents the whole institution and I
feel it is more responsive to the
desirability of change."
The Council will meet again
November 9, 1970, at 3:10 p.m. in
I 37 Bennett hall.
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by Don Perry

The two bond issue defeats of the hub of the univer
sity. "It is
last year have produced far ranging around this center,"
he
consequences for UMO, and there.is life on campus revolves." said, "that
no immediate relief in sight.
The Union was compl
Earsel Goode, Director of!Spece 1953, and was designed to eted in
and Scheduling said 'that • loss of to 4,000 students. When administer
the Union
expanded classroom facilities and first .opened its doors
that
year,
construction projects are Only a small enittlIment at the
university was
part of the over-all problems we are 3,400. Enrollment has
since then
faced with now. -Overcrowding in expanded to over 8,000
students, but
the dorms, the need to house some there has been no
corre
students on the South Campus, the expansion of facilities at sponding
the
lessening in quality of student to handle the additional load. Union
services, and the general conditions
David Rand, Assistant Dean
of
classrooms Student Activities and
of lisme
of
the
Organizations,
themselves," he said, "are other said the biggest need right
now is for
important areas affected by the losses an adequate food service
area. "The
which require serious attention,"
Bear's Den is not designed to
Goode said morale is adversely the great number of people handle
who use
affected when any of the above it right now," he said,
"and the
things is in existence. Tension is atmosphere of the place is
poor."
produced, and patience becomes
Rand said the Union was
unable
strained.
to administer to the social
and
Among the faculty, several recreational needs of the
students.
professors have expressed deep "Its like designing a
house and
concern and regret over conditions forgetting to put in a
living room,"
within their departments.
he said. "And if the situation
is
Prof. Hunting, Head of the critical now, think what
it is going to
English Department said: "We lost a be like 2 or 3 years from
now."
lot of hope for taking care of what
Rand said at present there are
a
we have. Each department would like maximum of 19 rooms
in the Union
an area of its own. As it is now, our that could be reserved
for meetings,
staff is spread out in different and they are all being
used just about
buildings and classes are all over the every night. Between
Sunday and
Cainpu..—
Thursday, he said, it is very diffic
ult
alling the example "Exhibit A", to get a room.
Hunting said that Professor Haitian, a
"During the winter." Rand said,
member of his faculty, has classes in "between 6 and 7
thousand students
North Stevens, East Annex, the come in the Union
every day. It is
FducatiOn Building, and his office is impossible to keep
up with all the
in Bennett.
dirt that is tracked in. The janito
rs
"Students can't come in and talk can't sweep the Bear's
Den because it
about their major", Hunting said. would create too
much dust and
"Some of the people in the cause a sanitation probl
em."
department don't even know each
"President Libby realizes the
other". He said that the major need for expansion,
"Rand said. "He
complaint of one of his graduate knows the Union is
not a particularly
students was that he felt he didn't functional building.
I would like to
get to know anyone in the see someone make
the decision, and
department, either professors or maybe build a
new student center."
colleagues, in 7 years.
Rand said that there was a plan
Hunting pointed out that he late last summer to
add to the list of
didn't want to complain, and said the legislative budge
t priorities a request
morale of his department was good. for a new 3 milli
on dollar addition to
"The department is encouraged," he the Union.
But before he had time to
said, "at the cooperation we are draft the progr
am package, the new
getting from the administration. But addition
proposal went from a
I feel there would be a mutual number
3 on the priority list to
benefit for all concerned if we were number
30. Rand suggested that the
together more."
reason for the sudden drop was the
Prof. Trafford, Head of the interferen
ce of other higher Super-U
History
Department, said
his campus priorities.
department was also affected by
Asked
if he thought the
fragmentation. "Some of our overcrowded and inadequate Union
teaching assistants have been housed facili
ties had any effect on the
in Coburn Hall. and if you have ever moral
e of students, Rand said that
seen the place, you know it is one of
the worst, least efficient buildings on
continued on page 14
campus."
Head of the Anthropology
Department, Prof. Emerick, said
"Curtailment of library services hay( 1-7= VINER'
S EM.;
set bat* the graduate progr
am
Fast Guaranteed
aspirations of this department
indefinitely."
1 -- REPAIR -Emerick said the current librao
budget for his department would
allow him to buy only 120 books
this
year, provided none of the book
s
• Radios
cost over $10.00 apiece.
• Television
t
"My department has been given
• Tape
the go-ahead to expand," he
said.
Recorders
-hut we have no space to
expand
• Record
into. We're splitting at the
Seams
P I aN era
'is" He said
that an increased staff
• Amplifiet‘
•.ild call for more office space
, and
• Band
Is yet, there is no
lab space for
Inctrumenti
Physical
Anthropology
or
• Piano 1 onlr
Archeology.
4
Asked if the losses to his
Tel,
department had effected the
morah.
of any of the faculty.
Emenck
replied: "Yes. Mine."
Another area seriously affec
ted
by the overcrowded condi
tions and
lack of funds for expan
sion' is flit
emorial Union.
President Libby called the
Union
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Open forum is inconclusive

page three

NOTICE
The loan period for circulating
books has been reduced from fou
r
weeks to two weeks to aid circulat
ion
by R. M.Campbell
in Irogler Library. Students
may
A panel of five
renew two-week loans at
the
members of the admi students and five how she could do her part. To
Circulation desk at will. Those
nistration met in
her large that you coul
who
question. Dean Noide said
dn't
poss
a half-hearted conf
ibly
hop
e
may
, "It is true to please eve
need a book for an extended
President Libby repl
rontation Monday that we
ryone. The first thing to
ied, "A
don't do much, but we hav
night to discuss the
length of time should requ
university is not a
e do is to look inward
roles of the internships
est a
soci
al
serv
.
ice
Students and agency. It
for three-quarters credit
student and the univ
semester loan. Semester perm
is an institution devised
faculty members must
ersity.
ission
in the nursing program. The
to
gain
mut
ual
Kevin Vickers of
can
prepare students for the
not always be granted but suc
se girls trust. There is
the Coalition work hard
future. The
h an
no one voice." Ile tem
for Peace, began
and devote the last two sugg
arrangement is often to the adv
perance and tone tod
the discussion by years
este
d
that
antage
ay
a
is
dep
wor
art
se
of schooling to comm unity
mental council than I hav
asking President Win
of
stud
ent
and Lbrary.
e ever seen it before,
be composed of stud
throp C. Libby if work."
and it
ents and faculty worries
Adding to this, Dean Poulton
the
UMO
The Circulation Department will
me."
educated
and that, perhaps, a stro
stud
ents
.
said
,
ng
"Mo
re than one half of the deci
voice of
President Libby
continue to notify students
sion would result.
said, "I don't populati
by mail
After two hours of disc
on lives in the rural areas, and
suppose it ever will,
when books are one week
ussion it
Tony Kaliss, another
Kevin. We have poverty is
overdue.
student was decided that another meetin
most acute in these areas." pane
limitations, but they
Students who fail to return
l
g
are no greater Many of
or renew
member, asked
if the would
be
his graduate students have admi
than the limitations
books within two weeks after
necessary
to seek
nistration would sup
the due
of any other taken on
port a resolutions. After the mee
leadership roles and are dep
institution. College
date
are
fined $2.00 per book and
ting.
artmental council made
experience to applying
Pres
iden
t
up
Lib
rese
of
by gave a final opinion.
students today is more
$1.00 per book per week ther
arch in approved students
eafter.
and faculty which wou
to those four year relevant than housing for the poor, Nolde added. hav
Lost hooks should be reported
ld lie said, "Talk definitely helps, but
e decision making pow
s ago because
to the
er for the no new problems were bro
Circ
students today are
ulat
ion Department immediately
ught out.
department.
A student in the
part
icip
atin
Prog
g
ress
was
to prevent the initiation
more."
made on some points,
audience
Dean Nolde retorted that
of billing
pointed out, "One imp
"I but we still have a long way to
ortant thing beli
procedures.
Nancy Churchill, stud
go."
eve that the running
ent senate that could help everyone
of
a,
member, said the
is
a better departmen
University in the understanding
t should still rest in tilt
past had isolated
through hands of
itself from the communication with
the faculty."
the people of
community, and yet is
Another
an intricate Maine. We have to let
student from
the people aud
part of the community
the
. "We need to know that we're interest
ience asked, "What are
we most
ed and that
break the isolation and
of all as a university?
become more we want to do things for
If we get
them."
involved," she said.
socially and politica
President Libby follow
lly involved.
ed up this
Vickers
pointed
we're going to get
out
that statement and said, "The public is
ourselvc., in a
perpetual poverty is all
so
around us and
that the university
helps continue
this condition by its pass
ive role. "We
must do our part,"
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Mace here but
won't be used
Deputy Chief Robert P. Picc
ucci
of the UMO campus police said
that a
widely-circulated rumor that
mace
will be used at UMO is not true
.
"We have mace here at UMO
," he
said, "but it is locked up,
and we
have decided not to use
it unless
absolutely necessary. Alt
hough it is
only a concentrated teargas,
it is still
a very controversial subject."
Giving a somewhat favorabl
e
example of its use, he said:
"If you
were going to assault me with
a knife
and I had a choice of using
either
mace of a gun in my defens
e, which
would you prefer? It coul
d mean
your life or death."
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Xerox
For engineers
who think
of more thaii
engineering.

Art Phipps' injury is only
a feigned one. But
"something" is often ind
the pride in his face is
efinable, all the
very real. Like many
more reason for Art to tac
dads across the country,
kle it.
Art submits to
playing "victim" for his
Is
Art
Phi
pps
rep
res
ent
ati
ve of the people
Girl Scout
daughters' first-aid efforts.
who work at Xerox? We thin
k so. We like
But Art goes
further. He's their firstpeople who want to get involved.
aid teacher.
..be it
camping, American History, firs
When he and his wife fou
t-ai
d, 3-D
nd out a few
xerography, laser imaging,
years back there was a
or just thinking
shortage of Girl
ahead for community and Com
Scout leaders, he did som
pany.
ething about it.
He became a leader, too
If
you
're
like
Phi
Art
pps
...
concerned with
. Jointly with his
wife, Art has tried to mak
what you're doing at work
e life more
and in the
meaningful for the girls.
community, why not talk to
us about the
opportunities at our suburb
"With two daughters of
an Rochester,
our own, I figured
New York facilities. Your degree
this was a good way to
in
understand kids
Engineering or Science may qua
better." Art says. "And
lify you
in return, we can
for some intriguing openings
help complement what
in a broad
they learn irilchool
spectrum of developmental and
with things like understan
ding nature a bit
manufacturing areas.
more, doing things for the
elderly...and
helping each other. If I can
See your Placement Director for
just convince
a copy
the girls that even if we're
of our brochure and to arrang
all different,
e on interview
we're all the same...then
with our representative. Or,
write directly
maybe I'll have
to Mr. Roger VanderPloeg,
accomplished something."
Xerox
Corporation, P.O. Box 251
Art's the type that always
, Webster,
goes a bit further.
New York 14580.
At Xerox, he's a Technical
Program
An Equal Opportunity Emp
Manager for the Business
loyer (m/f).
Products Group.
Ever since getting his engine
ering degree
from West Point, he's trie
d to accomplish
"something"... on the job
and off. If the
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profs advocate change

ennunials
guest editorial
by Arthur M. Kaplan Vic
e President of Studen

t Affairs

"beautiful people"
There has of late been par
ticular concern
and criticism of the stu
dents attending our
colleges and universities. Peo
ple see long hair;
people see varying sty
les of dress and
ornamentation. They see
students collecting
and expressing themselve
s with regard to
national, international, and
academic matters.
Many observers look away in
disgust.
I did some looking around
Tuesday night
during the eight-hour period
of bomb threats. I
sass students who were
bewildered, anxious,
fearful, and angry. As the
evening wore on, I
saw hundreds and hun
dreds of students
volunteering their servic
es to help wherever
they might be needed; I saw
students helping to
calm the anxiety and fea
rs of other students; I

octobi

saw students helping contro
l traffic flow; I saw
other students passing amon
g large groups of
students to quell rumors
, as well as an
organized effort on the
part of the Student
Senate and the Maine
CA
rumor center; I saw stu MPUS to serve as a
dents of all political
persuasions,
including
fraternity
and
non-fraternity men, workin
g together to help
find rooming accommoda
tions for other
students; I saw students man
ning our FM radio
station (WMEB)so as to
keep communications
open.
I did not see long hair, sho
rt hair; I did not
see style of dress; I did not
see political stands
or representation. All
I saw was people.
.beautiful people.

lessor fnr
a student leader
General Student Senate
President Chic Counci
Chalmer's less than
l. The members should
competent performance
have had more
time to carefully review
before and during Tue
these proposals before
sday's Council of
having to vote on them
Colleges meeting has set
Tuesday afternoon.
the academic reform
movement on this cam
No one can
blame Prof. Walter
pus back at least a
Schoenberger. Council
month. And it may hav
member, for asking for
e caused a few faculty
time to think over
and administrative Counci
these proposals before
l members to wonder
casting his ballot, and
just how sincere key stu
no one can blame the
dents pushing for these
large majority of counci
reforms really are.
l members for voting to
table the proposals unt
To begin with, Mr. Cha
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to be late than not sho
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important proposals
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administration is lookin
Council of Colleges
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rates. This largely con
students' demands the har
servative group of
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proposals for academic
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reform task forces out
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proposals, and
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members. And Mr. Cha
by now.
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administrative procedure
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-like atmosphere in
e
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To The Editor:

To the Ed

Two weeks ago, on September ex-convict
s on whose testimony
all
24th, newspapers gave banner the stor
ies are based has
headlines
any
to
Boston
Police revolutionary backgroun
d. Bond, for
Commissioner McNamara's statement exa
mple, who claims rev
olutionary
that the bank robbery and the leader
ship, was thrown out of
killing
SDS
of
Boston
patrolman meetings at Brandeis
by students who
Schroeder were committed by a bel
ieved he was a police
"revolutionary student group". By
agent,
becuase of the inconsist
ency of his
continuing, day after day, to fan the
racist and pro-war views
with his
idea that radical and even liberal pos
ing as a revolutionary inst
igator.
college students are involved in
The deep wrongs
of our
terrorism, the press and the police are
society—the war in Sou
theast Aisa,
acting to generate a climate of fear to the
oppression of our
non-white
try
to
discredit the student minority
groups, low wages and
movement in the eyes of the rest of
bad
working conditions of mos
t workers
the American people and to divert (wh
ite as well as non-wh
attention from growing problems at
ite)—these
and other persistent (an
d indeed
home.
intrinsic)injustices are at
the root of
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been student anti-war actions, e.g.
ts and
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against ROTC and war research
ulation. We
at should turn our attent
ion to changing
various universities, demonstratio
ns our society so as to
eliminate the
against racist hiring practices, Firi
ngs, wrongs, and not be
hoodwinked into
and
murders, and
militantly attacking, hysteric
ally, those who are
pro-worker actions, e.g. refusal
to agitated by their awa
reness of the
allow G.E. recruiters on campus
es injustices.
during the strike. But throughou
t,
the radical student movement
has John Dangiger
come out overwhelmingly
against Jerome Leltvin
terrorist tactics.
Hilary Putnam
Nothing has been proved so far
William H. Pinson, Jr.
against the people who are rece
iving a George Salzman
"trial by press", and contrary
to the Bertram Scharf
allegations made by Commis
sioner Marx W. Wartafsky
McNamara, none of the
three Philip Morrison

campus error

help your habits

To the Editor:

Dear Students:
An error in the Sept. 24
issue of
With emphasis on strengthe
the Maine CAMPUS
ning
has created UMO academ
ics being heralded from
understandable
consternation
in
eve
ry
quarter, with admonishm
some quarters, and I
ents
am writing to toward
individual involvement bei
cast oil on troubled
ng
waters (an offered
daily, permit me to call
expression which has
somehow lost att
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its calming effect, by
ty so
the way).
obvious, it is overlooke
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d: personal
min
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and
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s not apply to
Services. Students interest
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ed in any
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The first of the study
truth and accuracy,
Jim Clark Vice
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improvement group seri
President for Academ
es begins
ic Affairs
Tuesday, October 20 at 4:1
0 p.m. for
students who sign up in
Yours in our common
101 Fernald
struggle for
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.
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Sincerely,
Jim Clark
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Psychological Services
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To the Editor:

commuters restricted
still

on blowing things up

To the Editor
Can anyone tell
me why I can't
Dear Sir:
park behind the Uni
In the 10-1 Maine
on?1 have seen
CAMPUS I
that an assigned lot sys
read with interest
no answer in eit
the latest article
tem is needed.
her the security
It is swiftly becomi
Is it necessary becaus
directed toward the
office's pamphlet,
ng evident the pro
e professors and
problems of the
nor have I learned
that the use of bombs
perty and lives of his
ins
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tructors could not get
it from the article
mmuter, In fact, it
or at any rate or
people
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prompted me
to
cla
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s
any other, regardles
bomb-threats is curren
without the system
to do something I hav
the parking ()code
s of any
tly supercx.ding con
(I get there in
e long put off (last issue of
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the employment of
spite of it)? Or gra
write the editor. As
CAMPUS). For the
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marches, rallies,
nting the last
you may have
life of me I jud
You who blow up thi sly hold.
sit-ins, and strikes
premise, is it becaus
cannot understan
ged
ngs—what
,
I,
too
,
as
am
a means of makes
e the room if
a commuter: my
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demonstrating discon
think
needed (then why is
biggest gripe is commut
should be so restri
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your
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it that one sees
cted. The argument
er parking.
ns are sound and for
status quo in our
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country. The common
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of the day, afo
king lots cannot
issue
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go
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?How can you be so
especially behind the
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icles of the entire
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rselves that you can
seems worthy of not
needs to be brought
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up again. For the
t only to deem it
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necessary that some
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deem
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" denotes necessary to
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people park in
something which belong
M J Power
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behind York or at
dislike being
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is my belief,
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so
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mpus and liberties of
to the real meaning of
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staff on
I suppose that under
all the people existence,
finally
the rules of
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becoming a
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have the time
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his criteria for so dec
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Uni
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ver
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sit
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paper. It's about tim
intained
and the desire to be joy
iding?It won't
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Why do we protest the
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when
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People" would
e
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more explosives to use
"untouchable" it's not
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at home? Why
shoots, pushing their
so hard to have any effect would be to roll it up do we
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stubborn way
deny the basis for the
violence toward light.
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John Lawson life of me
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war
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idea ca
a, or any other
r happened
mpus paper, I'll never
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e more energy things tha
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to wreck the same hav
I can
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that the same old
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t what they beginning
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pre
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by Fred Howe

IF I RAN THE ZOO

In the years I've
been in or in a sim
around this universit
ilar manner Fortunate
ly, my of the instru
y (which now instru
ctor and he or she should
ctor (who is no longer
number six), I've see
with the examine
n a number of univer
the course structure and
sity) considered the cou
changes. Some of the
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changes have jok
a or her modes
e too, and didn't get too
been good—some bad
of presentation to
bent up discover
. But I can't be abo
why voluntary attendanc
ut it all. Not that he
satisfied with the pla
e is
didn't not more co
ce as it is now. try
mmon.
—but how hard can a Soc
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than before—but sur
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vey course be?
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pra
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the number of method
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If
h
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I
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t
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no matter how ma
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chapters. That evenin
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"
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I wish to express my disp

*

leasure voted to
at an article published
exonerate and reinstate Mr.
in the Oct. 1 Har
him time to establish himself in his
e, what right has he to publ
issue of the Maine CA
ish his new post.
MPUS on pages dog
mat
ic
1, 2, and 10, entitled
assertions which
are
"Music prof founde
But let us make no apoligies for
d in nothing but idle gossip, in
getting paid for unsanc
tioned leave," the
the unquestioned competency of Mr.
teeth of the University's clea
written by Don Perry.
r and Clayton Hare as viol
The subject of unequi
in washer. .A
vocal vote of confidence in
the article, Prof. Cla
the great furor arose out of a con
yton Hare, man?
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figure on the
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University
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last
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Orono campus early
who December which I did
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not attend but
am and share with the
his dismissal from
m my
the Music percep
tions of Clayton Hare. My led to the charges of Mr. Hare's
Department and subseq
uent appeal, position
"gross inability to handle the task of
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University is graduate con
ure.
certmaster" as reported by Don
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Since Mr. Hare and 1 bec
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the first and Arturo
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and
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e
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ne.
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und
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en teachers, and can unequi
and work record of a man
vocally year, how
who is no pronou
ever, let me close by
nce Clayton Hare by far
longer present to defend
the observing that
such a glib fine
none of my contacrc,
st violin teacher I hav
verdict
of
guilty-by-inference.
e ever with Mr.
Hare, which included
worked with. I don't know
"Known" by whomlOn
of a single length
the basis of
y discussions with him on
one of his undergraduat
what objective evidence7
e students at wid
Since even
ely diversified topics, reve
Mai
ne who disagrees with me
Perry admits that "Charg
aled
on this any "perso
es of gross score;
nal problem" or falling-off
however, Mr. Hare's succes
incompetence were found
sor, in his professi
unproven Dr.
onal musical ability.
Isaac Ostrow, is an
and not justified" by the
excellent
University
young musician and
people who heard the
we must give
appeal and

**House of Fine

Fabric'

GUILFORD MILL STOR
E

47 Center St., Old Town, Maine
4k005
Bonded woolens
Velvateens
Co
—11P0)
Buttons
,
0
\\
Notions
Pa
McCall tterns

-_- GUILFORD INDUSTRIES

THE ANCHORAGE
Featuring BUDDY JOHNSON
and the Mixed Society
A Great Soul & Rock Group

reader-opinion
steer high schoolers off
drugs

BEER ON TAP

Every Mon. thru Sat. Nite
Come out and have a
GOOD TIME!

Many high school students
will be the pace
in fashion, in music,
going to college and upo
and excellent
n graduation
more importantly, in
pamphlets published by
from college will seek
ideas for the
the
employment in entire
Public Health Servic
teen-age community.
State, city and Federal
e and other
governments
pub
lic
hela
It
th
is
wit
h this thought in min
organizations. If you
as well as in private
d should find
industry. We that I
that these pamphlets
urgently encourage you
want people who are
are
to
physically and
not readily available
carry the truth about
mentally able to hold
locally, you may
the effects of
jobs no matter
req
ues
t
dru
gs
the
bac
m from the Pub
k to the highschool stu
what sector they cho
dents Inform
lic
ose and to be in your
ation Branch of the
home communities and
the caliber of individual
National
in the Institut
who would
com
e
of
mun
ity
Men
be an asset to any emp
whore you now live.
tal Health, Chevy
loyer.
Chase, Maryland, 202
Yours is a voice that will
03.
Fifteen years ago, I
be listened
would not to. Your mes
So it is my earnest
have written this kind
sage about what you
hope that you
of letter. I say
will go out of your
have seen and about wha
this not only because
way to talk with
t you know hig
this problem
h
sch
of
ool students about
the eroding effects of
did not exist then, but
this. Talk
drugs can be to
also because
the single most effectiv
individuals and
the college generation
e deterrent to
groups as
of fifteen years dru
opp
ort
uni
g
tie
s aris-. Seek out you
experimentation among
ago did not appear to
th
our recreation
share to the
high school students.
associations and urge
same degree an immedi
the
ate, personal
dire
ctor
to
Thi
get
s
the
is
an effort you can
facts to the young
concern for the welfare
of his fellow
people.
undertake on your own
man that today's coll
initiative. All
ege student
This is one area whe
that is needed is your
feels. I am writing this
re I know
won desire to
open letter to
and you know that
help protect our high
you becuase I am
you will be
sch
ool
students listened
verty much
from the damaging effe
to. It is an area whe
concerned about the
cts of drugs an
re you an
persistent
individual can do so
which you have seen or
growth of illicit drug
much to save
kno
w
abo
ut.
traffic among
our
hig
h
I
will not recount the
school students fro
our high school studen
effects of bitter
m the
ts and I am' amphetami
experiences which
nes,
convinced
barbiturates, resu
so often
that
today's college
lt
fro
narc
m
otic
s
dru
and other dangerous dru
g use. Please try
student can be the key
this
gs. approach,
in putting an
You know them as well
and when you do.
end to the lure of drug
as 1 do. Any app
I would
use.
rec
addi
iat
e
tion
al
hear
ing
fact
s you may want to
from you.
College students hav
e always
have in adding to
been looked up to by
your own
their younger
knowledge of the effe
companions in high sch
Sincerely yours,
cts of drugs
ool. You set
you can get from
the several
Nicholas J. Oganovic

JEWELERS AND tkc• IANC
E cTORE‹

funds for fayette

Dear Friend:

One year has passed sinc
e our which has
victory in Fayette. In tryi
tax deductible status.
ng to build hope
Our the indigent. The
is that the Fund will
a new society here, it
community health
serve as a center
has been a relevant
alone
will cost about
tribute to my bro
difficult
twelve
months-more Med
the
r
SI5
0,0
00 to build and equip.
gar by mobilizing
difficult than I had eve
the funds
r imagined needed
Our aim is to
to transform Fayett
because of our meager reso
provide every
e and citizen of our
urces.
surrounding Jefferso
community-black and
But just as we expect
n County into
ed, the the kind
whi
te-with decent
of community upon
skeptics have returned
medical (are,
which adequate
to Fayette so many
education, jobs
millions of Americans
after a year to see
and
have training,
just what pinned
modern sanitation
their hopes. I know
"miracles" Charles Evers
there as sewage
and
and his not much tim
,
goo
d
hou
e to prove that bla
black administration
sing, old age care
cks and recr
have wrought. and whi
eation. None of these
tes, even in Mississi
Well, we have made pro
ppi, can seem
may
gress-visible work togeth
startling to someone
er to share justly in
progress-but unless
who lives
the outside
we can get fruits
Miss
of
issippi, but they
freedom. But I
substantial help from
am almost unh
are
our friends determine
eard of dreams
d to give it the
across the nation, there
to my
fullest people here
are not going possible test
.
bec
aus
to be any "miracles." The
e I believe in what
plain fact our nation sta
I am asking you
nds for, even when
is that the poverty of our
to make a
it substantial
people is sometimes fall
contribution today
s behind in practice.
simply too great to exp
to
ect them to
help us begin. If you
I cannot do it alone.
can afford $500
produce the funds, equ
I need your or $50
ipment and help now.
we
will be grateful-bu
We arc trying to rais
know-how
t even
which will overnight $25
e $10 will help
0,000-in part to
. We urgently nee
reverse almost lour
lau
nch
d the
the
centuries of I.und, so that
help of every decent
we can ultimately rais
deprivation.
American who
e feels-as I kno
several million dollars
w you do-that
in public and Fay
For this reason, I have
the
ette experiment mus
joined private grants. In part
t work.
with my late brother's
, we need this
wife, Myrlie, money to buil
d the community's first
to found The ',Sedum Eve
rs Fund, health ()enter to
Sincerely,
Nerve the poor and
C'ha
rlesl. WI%
•,.rore.?
••ppor

ogoimu
A GROOVY
PLACE TO VISIT
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vi
ica0
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together leather
is now open at
33 exchange stre
et in the old port ex
change, portla

nd.
custom leather craf
ts by lincoln
and debbie!

Congressman William D.
-airOP
Hathaway chats with pro
his visit to the town on
spective Orono voters
dnrint
Monday.

reader opinion
political differences aire
d

To The Editor:
"In the minds of ma
ny people the Yo
ung Democrats and
there does not see
the Young
m to be much Rep
ublicans affords an
difference between
excellent
the two major
icrir_tunity for all con
parties. However, we
cerned to
hope this
- what these differenc
debate will show tha
t differences do
es really
exist; thus, giving eac
h voter a choice
Concerning the act
on the various issues."
ual debate,
Brad Blacke, President
Tom Bradford, Presid
of the Young
ent of the Den
UM Young Republica
is thinks that "th
ns is refering to
e debate
between the two clu
the debate his club
bs will provide a
and the Young
go
od
Decocrats will hold Tue
opportunity
for
sday, October uni
the
nformed or apathic
20, at 7:00 p.m. in 12
student to
0 Little Hall, dis
cov
er
Prof. James Horan,
politics, and to gai
advisor to the insigh
n an
t into the vital
Young Decocrats, see
issues of
s a similar value imp
4-artance to all Mai
in such a political
ne citizens."
discourse,."The Prof.
- Kenneth Palmer,
1970 elections will
the
revolve- 2tegansk-'
plican's advisor agrees Young
such vital domestic iss
, "This
ues asMllation-,- .
,
wil
budgetary
l afford active in
efficiency, aliaitkom
party
ie
pai
lti
es; and therefore,
development, pollution
should be
, askilinlition:
to and more familiar
housing, and violif
with the
ooa, on the 1nta1e
s. of various loc
campuses and in the
al and
streets. There
issues."
are important differ
ences
It is 'le hope of the
between the candidate of opinion.
Politics and
s of the two- ifiternat
io,
mAlistearties in the sta
Relations Club, wh
te of Maine as will mod
o
erate the debate,
tIgWla
—s these problems sho
that all
uld be interested studen
approached; and the deb
ts and faculty will
ate between attend.

osi

Men's Shop
•Durango boots
•Lee flares

...*

.Campus shirts
Charles R. DiPompo

'Leather vests
'Leather jackets

Women's Shop

suggestions for new view
s

•Nun Bush shoes

To The Editor.

*Campus sport coat
s
•Cricketeer suits

•Bobbie Brooks
•slacks and pant sui
ts

Main Street
Old Town
•

•Butte Knit Dresses
*Wrangler jeans

•Wetlook styles

Men's Shop 827-5588
Women's Shop 827-55
89

Owougat's 2mias-9•6 and

Redaitliaiti

CHICKEN in the BASK
ET
/
1
2 a chicken with golden
french fries, cole slaw
& cranberry sauce
With This COUPON only
$1,09

Old Town. Maine

Just a quidcie:—how
about a
three-fold series design
ed to demolish
a lot of our happy gen
eralizations
about our world and
how it spins.
Interview, if you will,
a few of the
folk, the non-universit
y citizens out
there in the boonies of
Old Town,
Orono, and Bangor and
find out what
they think the Universit
y is and who
they think students are
. Interview, if
you please, some of the
nonstudent
members of our ow
n university
community
the
secretaries,
maintenance workers, adm
inistrators,
etc. - and disseminate
their views of
students and the ins
titution they
work in and for. Int
erview, if you

can, the students wh
o are married,
are ex-GI's, or com
muters and
destroy the myth of
the "kids" and
their
irresponsibility,
then
middlecrassness.
I think this suggestio
n is worth
your valuable effort
and space. More
of the latter comm
odity might be
obtained by cutting the
space alotted
to editorials. Surely
the sermonizing
could be done mor
e concisely and
effectively on someth
ing less than a
whole page.
Sincerely,
Tabitha Spruce

comprise (of)?

Please accept respon
sibility for
leadership in correct
use of the verb
"comprise". A specif
ic instance of
misuse occurs in the
third paragraph
of ENL's editorial in
issue dated Oct.
R. Other instances are
of recent date,
not necessarily in you
r paper, but on
campus.
The verb has its own
preposition
"built in". So —task
forces" cannot
"be compriaed of stu
dents".(Neither
can students comprise
task forces.)

A Stanley Gettheil

101 Holmes Hall

Pe S

regular p4'0,:f $1.60

Stillwater Avenue

For three years
I've been
watching the CAMP
US and the
changes that each aca
demic year has
brought to it. This yea
r, for instance,
I was pleased to note the
final and
long overdue interment
of the late,
unlamented,
and
putrifying
"Everybody's Doing It"
column.
The purpose of a new
spaper, I
had understood, was com
munication.
It seemed for a lon
g time that
communication for
the MAINE
CAMPUS has consisted mos
tly of the
verbose view of wha
tever sage
happened
to be editor being
communicated pompou
sly to the
ignorant readers. I hav
e great hopes
that communication
under your
editor-ship will be red
efined as a
two-way bridge instead
of a one-way
sewer.

827-4277

PIZZA
—SPAGHETTI—
-SANDWICHES.

Free delivery to South Ca
mpus
and local area.
120 Griffin Rd.

paj=yht
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Maine Masque: dynamic and innovative
by Jonathan White

The Maine Masque, cresting a Masters", a farm!
18th century
sixty-five year tradition, is tocl2y one Italian play, Chekov's
classic, "The
of the most innovative cultural Three Sisters", "Somet
hing About an
organs
within
the
university Oyster", an ornal work by Maine
co mmunity .
Guided
by
an Masque Director Arnold Colbath.
experienced staff, three of whom And the first product
ion. "The
have Ph D's and one a Master of Fine Threepenny Opera"
, one of the most
Arts in theatre, the organization famous and long-runni
ng Broadway
plans several diverse projects along musicals
packed
with
social
with
the
annual four
major commentary'
productions.
A Masque production involves
Until the retirement of Professor much more than just
a director or
Herschel Bricker last year, the Maine even speech
majors specializing in
Masque was considered by many to theatre, Al
Cyrus, director of the
have been a one-man department. upcoming
"Threepenny
Opera"
However, because of the growth of a explained. Orchest
ral talent is being
proficient staff, added depth and supplied from the
music department,
variety of method will be manifested as well as many
students with vocal
in the four major productions this skills who have never appeare
d in the
year, each one directed by a different Maine Masque previously.
staff member.
Costumes for the production are
,:cording to James Bost, an purely
student
designed
and
associate director of the Maine executed, and sets are laboriou
sly'
Masque, plays are chosen because of student-built in a workshop
below
individual
preference, and behind the stage at Hauck. The
meaningfulness, and entertainment audio-visual and electrical enginee
ring
value.
departments aid in maintenance and
Among the works scheduled ibis lighting effects, and many other
ear
are "The Servant of Two students
without
any
theatre

DOWNTOWN BANGOR

experience aid in the general
production.
Finance for the plays is budgeted
by the University on a sort of
revolving fund basis, the money being
paid back through ticket sales.
Along with major productions
presented in Hauck Auditorium, the
Maine
Masque sponsors
several
theatres totally student run as well as
a state touring troupe. The "Ice
Cream 'Theatre" is an innovation of
James Bost, and is an updated version
of the supper theatres prevalent
during the thirties, in which plays
were put on in ballrooms and
restaurants for the entertainment of
the diners.
In the "Ice Cream Theatre", held
in-the-round at Fast Commons,
undergraduate directed performances
take place before an audience seated
in candlelight after ice cream and
coffee are consumed. Although this
type of theatre was held only once
last year, it met with great success,
and Bost plans to continue it more
extensively.
Theatre at the Coffee House is
also put on in-the-round, and the
productions are totally student
written, performed, and directed.
These evenings, usually held on
Tuesday's, are intimate, interesting
and experimental evenings, according
to Professor Colbath. Performances
should begin at the Coffee House in
about a month, and continue
throughout
the
year. Students
interested in presenting an original
work should contact Russell Longtin,
president of the Maine Masque.
For
the
third
Spring
a

UNION MALL

featuring
fresh young "with it famions7for on
or off campus activities

DRESSES...PANTDRESSES.JUMPSUITS

state-touring troupe will visit Maine
high schools, this year presenting
"The Thurber Carnival" after it is
performed here in April.
The newest addition to the Maine
Masque is J. Norman Wilkinson, a
former English Merchant Marine
officer from Liverpool, who, after
nine years of traveling the globe and
occassionally playing soccer "with
some pretty weird teams," emigrated
to America to recieve both a BA and
Ph.D in theatre from the University
of Michigan.
Although his speciality is in
Chinese Theatre, Wilkinson, who has
appeared on NBC in "Canturbury
Tales" and has served as narrator of
several documentaries, will direct
"The Servant of Two Masters",
Goldoni's Italian farce, which he
describes as "a light, bright, comic
evening."
Wilkinson has also written and
staged
many successful chancel
dramas, which are short plays held in
churches to replace a sermon.
Many alumni of the Maine

Masque have become protessionals
in
the theatre or cinema, although no
one as of yet has reached star
status,
according to Professor Colbath.
A
good example of Maine alumni
in
action is the New York production of
"Man of La Mancha", in which,
scattered throughout the cast and
in
production positions, were former
Maine Masquers, including the stage
production manager, who took over
the show after it was running and the
original director left.
Theatre experience is very helpful
during later life, Colbath stressed.
Students at Maine can receive a BA in
theatre along with a good liberal arts
background, he added.

Gordon Bok, guitarist. will give a
concert at the Husson College
Library, Bangor, on Thursday,
October 15 at 7:30 p.m. under the
sponsorship of the Husson College
Arts Program.

october I!

CALF

Thurs

Discussion
answer? "spo
South Bang(
Union. 7:30 p
Duplicate
bridge player!
p.m.
Man in H
on Population
Building, 12:31
Dzvid Stev
State Highway
on the operatic
137 Bennett It
College of
Seminar. Dr.
"Using Group I
Communicatior
159 Education
CDAB Movi
B. Toklas." N
(two showings)
9 p.m.
Concert Seri
Pro Musica
Entertainment
Memorial Gymn

Fairmount
Fabrics

jor junior and junior petjtes

SPORTSWEAR
sweaters...pants...skirts...blouses...jaekets...ponch,)\

Unbonded & Bonded Coatings

COME IN AND OPEN

With ID students get 107 off
on all purchases'!!

R INES "Co-ed" Charge Account
on proper identification, you will receive a
special charge card and up to S25.00 in5tant
credit.
NO INTEREST or CARRYING
CHARGES.

YOUR FA%
SERVED A

Mon. - Sat.
9:30 am - 5 pm

Penobs,

25 Franklin S'
Bangor, Main

NEW UNION MALL OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9:30P
.M.

UNIVERSITY TWIN CINEMA

NEAR THE CAMPUS ON STILLWATER AVE.
GRANT PLAZA OLD TOWN TEL 827-3850
81.50 ADMISSION TO ALL SHOW! EXCEP
T MON. & TUES. ARE BUCK NIGHTS

Cinema I
This time...
theY've
realty goo.

Cinema II
tio

li

Beyond
the Hey
of the Dolls
A Russ

Cathy Smith sophomore

ts >VA1
1

theater major. playing thy

0,4
1 71/0 1

Thru Sat. one show at 7:30

role of Polly Peach urn in

DAVID LEANS FILM

—The Three Penny Opera

•

Meyer Praia-boa

Sun. Mon. Tues. one show at 7:30

COMING ATTRACTIONS

TO ci IT if

coming nest wednesday
CINEMA 1 Patton

THE BEST FILMS OLD & NEW AT THE RIGHT PRIC
E

p
.

family
store

selling the
brands
you know.

7111lciA;10

CINEMA 2 Hello Goodbye plus Butch
Cassidy

Your friendly

away from home

DOCIOR

Thru Tuesday at 7:00 & 9:00

.

See the new fall
styles in

Farah....
Haggar
Levi's ....
Pants and Jeans

picK-up point at the Memorial Union
will leave at 6:50
return buses 10 minutes after show

(additional buses available if needed )

A.J.I OLDSMITII
MEN'S MY'S
STORE
IONOSITIIMAIN ST.
OLD TOWN

Gra'
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CURIA! NOTICES CAIENOAll
Thursday, October IS

friday, October 16

Discussion "Marriage. . .1s it the
Protessor Clery n'Piere, seminar
answer? "sponsored by Women's Lib.
on "African Literature in
French"
South Bangor Room, Memorial
214 Little Hall,4:10 p.m.
Union. 7:30 p.m.
Lecture—"Where does the new
Duplicate Bridge to be taught
to Africa stand politicall
y'" Professor
bridge players. Coffee House 7:00
C. 1.n.Piere. 120 Little Hall. 8:30
p.m.
Man in His Environment, panel
Coffee
House-Open evenings
on Population Control, 35 Educatio
•
n Come in and jam.8 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Building, 12:30-1:45 p.m.
MUAB
Movie "Advise and
Ikvid Stevens, Chairman of the
Consent" 100 1. orestry Building
7&
State Highway Commission, to speak
930 p.m. Admission charge.
on the operations of his department.
137 Bennett Hall 3:10 p.m.
Saturday, October 17
College of Education faculty
Seminar. Dr. James J. Muro on
MUAB Movie "The Scarlet
"Using Group Procedures to Improve
Pimpernel" 100 Forestry Building
7
Communications with Students."
& 9:30 p.m. Admission charge.
159 Education Building 3:30 p.m.
Jean Stevens reading her ON n
CDAB Movie, "I Love You Alim
poetry, guitarist-singer to perform.
B. Toklas." No admission charg
e. 8:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.('off
ee House.
(two showings) 137 Bennett Hall
7&
9 p.m.
Concert Series features New York
Monday. October 19
Pro Musica production of "An
Entertainment
for
Elizabeth."
History Union meeting, Walker
Memorial Gymnasium 8:15 p.m.
Room, Memorial Union. 4 p.m.

i

SINGS

POLYNESIAN-AMMAN
Restaurant and Lounge

Open 7 Days A Week
Special Busonessman's
Luncheon

950

and up

YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT WAIKIKI LOUNGE

I

Penobscot Plaza. Santana

Poetry Hour, Sandy Ives reading
"William Carlos Williams".
Coe
Lounge, Memorial Union 4 p.m.
Wednesday, October 21
Young Democrats and Youn
g
Republicans, discussion of goals
and
views. 8:30 p.m. Coffee House.
Art Department and MUA
B
I- ilm, "The I. ifth Horseman Is
Fear."
120 Little Hall. free.
Meeting of the Fffluent Society.
Dr. Frank Roberts will speak
and
elections will be held. Walker
Room
Memorial Union.
Thursday, October 22

rototl,

Every Tuesday and Thursday
from 4 P.M. to closing is

TOWN & COUNTRY
FAMILY DINING

FAMILY SPECIALS
YOUR CHOICE

* Roast Turkey Dinner
* Golden Fried Chicken
* Roast Beef Au Jus
* Ham Steak Hawaiian
with potatoes, choice of vegetable
or creamy cols slaw, roll and butter

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HAMBURGER,
Fries

STORE HOURS

and Coke

9 A M

TO 9 P M

KNOWN FOR VALUES
Grant Plaza

Stillwater Ave.

Internationally
knows forest
resources scientist, Gordon Gulli
son
will deliver a lecture entitled
"Are
Timber and Wildlife Compatib
le' at
7 p.m., Tuesday. in Rm. 100
of the
I. ores! Resourses Building.
A.1.B.S. (Biological) meeting.
Oct. 14, 7:30 p.m., 102 Murray Hall.
Guest speaker to be Dr. Hutchins°.
with some slides and a talk on
pollution in the Maine Waterways.
Classified
employee.
only.
November 3 at 7:30 p.m. in Bennett
Hall there will be a discussion of
salaries and insurance protection
plan.

On Tuesday, October 20 at
p.m., Maine's four public televisior,
channels %ill carry the second
C urtis-f rwin
debate.
The
gubernatorial candidates v.ill face
a
panel consisting of Jim Brunelle,
political ss riter for the Gannett
newspapers, Ralph Lowe. news
director for V. ABI-TV . Lee Lorin
g.
Augusta, bureau chief tor t nited
Press International and
Brooks
Hamilton. executive editor of Main
e
News and Comment. The moderato
r
for the debate will be t .S. District
Court Judge I dward
Gignoux

Think
FUN
Think

NOT 1(1
The Anthropology Museum is
also
opening
up
for alumni
participation. The Museum is open
1- riday- from 2:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m.
and Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00
p.m. on the third floor of
South
Stevens Hall.

'
B
U
C
'
K
1N4
NIGHT

French

NOTICES CALMAR

Guest
Poet—Diane
Wakoski.
Maine Lounge, Memorial Unio
n. 8
p.m.

The UMO Phv sic, Department
w ill he host to a Joint meeting
of the
\CV, 1- ngland Sude
ty of Physicists.
October lb and IT. An afternoon
session on 1 Ddax will be entitled
"[he Near 1 uturc of Physics". The
speakers will be Professor Phill
ip
Morrison at MIT, Professor Robe
rt
Pound of Harvard and Professor
David Park of Williams.
"The Near Future of Physicist,
will be the title of a symposium to be
held Friday evening. Professor Brian
SchwarD. of MIT, Professor Leo
Cadane of Brown. Dr. Russe
ll
Myerand
of
United
Aircraft
Corporation and Dr. Paul Donovan of
the National Science I. oundat ion will
explore the wax s physicists can
broaden their act is tiles to meet the
expanding needs of s,,,•ictc

Ntwti

•

1 uesday, October 20
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Thursday is U of M night.
Free snacks!
Free music!

ffthes (Dirt Tabern
183 Center St.

Bangor, Maine

The
advertisers
whose
ads
appear
in
this
paper
help
support
the
CAMPUS.
Have
you
helped
support
the
advertisers
by
patronizing
their
places
of
business?
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Homeconrilng made
more relevant

Low-Income persons
to get 16 prefabs
in housing project

by Rachel Davenport

Friday, October 23
Sweeping changes have been studen
t ushers will be on hand at the
made in the Homecoming weekend alumn
i banquet Friday night.
2:00 p.m. -GAA Council Meeting
this year. Relevancy is the key to the
In the Memorial Gym on Friday - Alumni Center
by George Vallejo
celebration and informality has night,
Oct. 23, there will be free
displaced formality. In an attempt to music
5:30 p.m. - Graduate "M" Club
provided by Jeff Joseph, C.
Only 16 of the 80 low-cost $3,600 a
bring
year. For families,
more
relevancy
to Barnaby Blues Band, the German Business Meeting - Hilltop Dining
housing
units
presently
being qualifying incomes range from under
Hall, Campus
Homecoming, the Senior Skulls and
Drinking Band, James Libby, and
assembled off the University Rd. will $6,000 a year for a family
All Maine Women have scheduled
with six
Russ Warne, and others. Free gifts
630 p.m. -Alumni Career Award
be allotted to persons of low income, children., to under $4,000 for marrie
events that will pull the students and will be
d
distributed. As with last year's Dinner Reception - Hilltop Dining according
to Sherman Hasbrouck, couples. For moderate income rent,
alumni together, all done in the
Maine Day celebration, the Friday Hall, Campus
Execut
ive
Direct
or of the Housing qualifying incomes range from under
hopes that alumni will be updated on night events
will be free, but the
Foundation.
UMO activities.
$4,000 a year for a single elderly
7:30 p.m. -Alumni Career Award
Skulls and All Mane Women will
All Maine Women have scheduled
Hasbrouck said the Federal person, to less than $7,300 annually
accept donations to help defray the Dinner - Hilltop Dining Hall, Campus
for a family with six children.
events that will pull the students and costs.
8:00 p.m. - All-Maine Women and Housing Authority (FHA), subsidizer
alumni together all done in the hopes
of the project, requires the university
In keeping with the theme, Hey Senior Skulls Student Rock
Hasbrouck pointed out that
Festival - to reserv
that alumni will be updated on UMO Look Me. Over,
e 16 units for persons of low differences in rent vary consid
a large tent will set Memorial Gym
erably
activities.
income. "This includes townspeople with income.
up on the mall with displays from
A single low income
Because in previous years there organizations and
9:30 p.m. - Alumni Reception in as well as married students, but single elderly person will
dorms. The Art
pay $95 monthly
has been little contact between Department will
students and faculty would not for a one
erect a large canvas the President's House
bedroon unit. A single
visiting alumni and students during on which people
qualif
y
for
low-income rent," moderate income elderl
may splash paint to
y pays $105
the Homecoming weekend, members make a "Home
Hasbrouck said.
coming Mural". The
monthly for the same unit and a
Saturday, October 24
of the Sophomore Owls and Eagles Skulls
and All Maine Women, acting
The remaining 64 units will be single student pays 5155. Housing
will be present at President Winthrop lift• s'Com
munity Chest, will also
9:30
a.m.
Annua
Field
l
Hocke
y
open
to faculty, Orono residents and units are available with up to four
Libby's house to talk to alumni, and collec
t money to adopt a foster child. Game
bedrooms with
Alumnae vs. Undergrads - married
rent increasing
students of moderate
Saturday the traditional football Women's\Athletic Field
with
each
additional
income. Single students are eligible slightly
pme will pit Maine against C.W.
bedroom.
10:00\ a.m. - 11 :09 a.m. -Coffee but do not qualif
y for low rent.
Post. During half time, Nancy at the Alumni Center
Construction of the foundations
Churchill president of the All-Maine
10:00 a.m. - Varsity Soccer Single low income elderly persons is near completion. Accor
ding to
Women, and Wayne Cote, president UMO vs. University
of Vermont - and low income families are eligible Hasbrouck the "pref
ab" units will be
of the Senior Skulls will speak. Soccer Field behind
the Memorial for the 16 low-cost units. Qualifying assembled and
ready for occupancy
Saturday after the game there will be Gym
income for elderly persons is under in early Decem
ber.
an informal Coffee with live music in
11:00 a.m. - Freshmen Cross
the Union instead of the more Country
vs.
North
Yarmouth
traditional formal tea. The Coffee Academy - Memorial Field
will be free for all students and
1:30 p.m. - Black Bears meet
alumni.
Saturday
night
John C.W. Post College—Half-time and
Sebastian
and
the
Manhattan After-game Alumni-Student Coffee,
Transfer will be presenting concerts Memorial Gym
Steaks
in the Memorial Gym.
8:00 p.m. - Student sponsored
Roast Beet
concert featuring John Sebastian
Philip Brockway, UMO director student's appro
Maine Lobster
.rt
ach to his painting
of the Office fr‘r Career Planning and and encourage
the emergence of
Cocktail Lounge
Placement since 1935, is teaching
many individual styles.
three Continuing Education Division
Three Bonoust Rooms
art courses this fall on campus. The
The experience of teaching and
aim of the 15 week basic and pupil intera
P.lot
ction
is fulfilling
to
intermediate classes, said Brockway, Brockway.
"When
formulating
is to get newcomers to the point courses,
1
remember
the
where they can work on their own fundamentals
which have been buried
without too much supervision.
in my sub-conscious for a long time.
It is nice to go back and do
A former student of Professor something in black and white in
BANGOR
Vincent Hartgen, Brockway has been preparation for these classes. It is
painting for 30 years, and has had good discipline for an artist to review
FiOuTE 2
- AE isEttiooN EXIT
several one-man shows. His works the basic problems of painting."
Corner of Forect Aye. and Vain St. Oron
OFF INTEKSTATE 95
have also been shown extensively
o
locally. Brockway started teaching
watercolor painting in adult evening
lasses locally 15 years ago.
Fabrics of Distinction.

1

CED art yourses
offered this fall

FO-STER'S DRY CLEANER'S'
COIN OPP LAUNDRY
AND
DRY CLEANING

1

An experimental course entitled
he Autumn Landscape is taught by
Brockway in Millinocket each Friday.
The
course,
which
involves
experiments with art in Nature, takes
the teacher and students out into the
field where they set up easels 100
feet apart and paint what they see.
The students have discovered that
no
two paintings of the same scene
are
alike because of the different
way
each sees things. Brockway feels
these differences determine the

Don't like the way things are going'
?

•NOTIONS
•FABRICS

;ASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO

•RATTERNS
--t8 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789

105‘ DISCOUNT
ON FABRIC
WITH STUDENT I.D.

BANGOR, MAINE

Advisory Committee on Psychological Test
ing and Counseling

"Everything for the
students and your
office"

Disciplinary Committee
Facilities Planning

Health Committee
Religious Affairs
Calendar Committee
Traffic Comm ittee
Safety and Nil Defense

60 COLUMBIA STREET
BANGOR
TELEPHONE 945-3473
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iMAINE SOUND & INTERC
OM, INC':

•
•
•

120 STATE STREET

Components

BANGOR. MAINE

Compacts

Stereo Tape Recorders

Tuners Turntables
Amplifiers

Speaker Systems

lieli

come in and sign up in the
senate of fic e iii 12 lord I Ian

111121111611011111111111611661/66

Acoustic Research
Sony

Garrard

Pickering

E/V

Shure
NC
Bogen
From $119.95 By App.
942-1120
942-6589

deadline: wed.oct. 1
•

•....Pi

13101 901

Be instrumental in campus reform by being a member
ofa Student Senate committee.
Presently limited openings are available on the
following committees

october 1

October IS, 1970
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Bomb threats

continued from page I
Ellsworth Hall, a men's residence
hall, was the first to be notified at
10:00 p.m. Belfast Hall, a women's
dorm was the next to be notified,
and Lewiston Hall, another men's
dorm, was called at 11:30 p.m. The
South Campus dorms were also
reopened by 3:00 p.m.
With the exception of Bangor
Police Department personnel who
directed traffic at South Campus, all
search
activities
were
solely
conducted by University policemen.
The procedure for handling bomb
threats which Tynan established after
the zoology building was threatened
was
drastically
altered
when
dormitories were evacuated. He
originally intended to leave a
threatened budding vacant 24 hours.
But he considerably shortened this
period when it became a question of
where people would be staying for
the night. In conducting their
somewhat hurried searches, police
officials ascribed to the theory that a
bomb would be placed in a building
by an amateur anarchist, and it

Helping the
campus and
each other
by Roy Krantz
Boy was I tired. At 2:45 a.m. I
had time to sit and realize just what
had happened. For the previous
eleven hours this campus had been in
an uproar. People were all over the
place. The students were great about
the whole thing, most realizing the
difficulties the bomb threats caused.
I was in class when Dunn Hall
was called and I ran to help the
police as soon as I heard. I was
standing in front of Dunn when the
alarm went off in Hart. I was the first
to reach Hart and started to get the
girls out of the dorm. The girls were
ready and they cleared the dorm fast.
The police arrived and we blocked
off the approaches to Hart.
The campus cops were busier
than anyone would ever have to be.
But no one lost their cool through
the whole evening. When more calls
came in we would decide who could
respond, then we'd move in police
cars, our own cars, or anything that
was moving towards the dorm just
called.
We kept students back from the
dorms as best as we could and tried
to keep them informed about what
was happening. Nearly everyone
cooperated. I could tell the students
were getting a little up-tight about all
the calls, and no one was taking them
lightly.
I sat in front of Kennebec Hall
for several hours keeping students
back. People inside were trying to
make things easier for the York girls
displaced by the scare. The kids
outside were there keeping me
company and brought me coffee and
cake. I mentioned that my feet were
getting tired and someone brought
out a chair.

would be dropped in a
relatively
open area.
Speaking briefly before the
General Student Senate on Tuesd
ay
evening Deputy Chief Bob Piccuc
ci
attempted to dispell numer
ous
rumors about bombs being found
in
some of the threatened buildi
ngs. No
bombs have been discovered, he
said,
and added that if any are
the
students will be the first to know.

Asked by one student senator
about rumor5 that UMO was going
to
be temporarily closed because of the
rash of bomb scares, Piccuci said
"We're not going to close this place
down just because some crank makes
a few phony bomb threats."

Several other people from the
Utoi0 community helped the police
restore order to the campus. Vice
President for Student Affairs Arthur
Kaplan enlisted the aid of 50 student
marshal's to help direct traffic
around sealed off buildings. Charlie
Chandler, a UMO Audio-Visual
employee and Judiciary Officer
Charles Ludwig also worked closely
with the police throughout the night.
And Tynan reported that many
students
came
into
police
headquarters volunteering to do
anything to help.
Earlier in the week, Tynan had
expressed the fear that people would
begin to take the bomb hoaxes as a
joke, and a building containing a
bomb would not be vacated and
people would get hurt. But on
Tuesday night no one was taking the
threats lightly and the entire UMO
community geared up to help those
who were directly affected by the
threats.

BONDED ACRYLICS

sewing needs"
Bangor

SALE

John Newton and Dick Davies, of
the General Left Caucus, set up an
information center in the Memorial
Union lobby to help people find
sleeping quarters for the night. They
reported that 500-600 people asked
for information during the night.
The Hilltop Cafeteria, Newman
Center, and the Maine Christian
Association stayed open all night to
provide additional sleeping quarters.
And countless dormitory residents,
fraternity houses, and off-campus
residents made room for many
students who did not return to their
threatened living quarters.

As students awakened to resume
their normal Wednesday activities,
their radios carried the message that a
bomb had exploded earlier that
morning in Harvard University's
Center for International Affairs.

"Everything for your

Union Mall

WMEB-FM, the UMO student
radio station, stayed on the air
until
2 a.m, broadcasting reports every
15
minutes to keep people informed
of
recent developments.

By 2 a.m. Wednesday morning,
all was quiet on the UMO campus,
and the two additional threats later
that morning only served as a
reminder of the confusion rampant
throughout this community the night
before.

GFabric
GBazaar

BEN SKLAR S
49th Anniversary

This week at

4/11j411)

BALDACCI'S

Old 93alti

Its a tremendous sale with fantas
tic savings on ladies fur trim and
untrirn coats • knit dresses • wool
and knit suits • coat dresses and suit
ensembles • junior sportswear • wool
skirts • slacks • mens wool
suits • shirts

One group of

One group of

Fur Trim Coats

Untrim Coats

Beaver • Mink•Fox Trim
All different styles
sizes 8-18

values

assorted styles,
colors
sizes 8-16
values S110.00

$39.88

to $150.00

$25.00

One group of

Knit Dresses

Knit Dresses

•All types•

Famous name brands

Missy & Junior sizes
6-18

$10.00
$23 - S50.00 value

sizes 8 - 18
••••• $20.00
Reg. $39.95 - $69.95

One group of ••••
•••••
Woo

l & Knit Suits

••

assorted styles and colors

One
group of
better

NOW
$25.00

Coat Dresses

from S39.95

&

"The Two Day Wonder'A
.
1
Folk Singers

y--•

Selected pizza, pasta, sandwiches and
cold
libations for your ultimate pleasure.

Old Balti Opens Daily at 5 P.M.
Your hosts,
Vasco & Bob Baldacci

••

Suit Ensembles
Reg. S65 - S125.00

1/2 price

One group

•
Junior Sportswear
Four Corners
Aft Brt
.ltunior House

20% off

2 racks

values to $29.95
One group better

Wool Skirts

Slacks

Dak's

one rack ••••S8.00

1/2 price

one rack ••••$5.00

values to $35.00

Burberry',

values to S17.00

We were there at

One group Men's

the moiatoriums
0
+NO

Heil lool 901

the strikes
• the bomb scares
4.
4

Wool Suits

Shirts ••

• Van Heusen •

Reg. • Shorts • Longs •
Portlys
2 & 3 Button models

1/2price

• the senate happenings

••

$2.00
Reg. $60 - $175.00 $3.00

the snake in the bookstore

SeitSitee Inc.
CAMPUS

staff

where

the

action

is...

Get

MI NS, BOYS'. WOMI N'S APPAREL
& FOOTWEAR 107 t I N11- R
Si.
OLD TOWN. MAINE
CITY WIDE FREE PARKINc
OPEN FRIDAY 'TILL 9 P.M.
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Troubadour relates
among people

october 15

by Eileen Stretton

He calls himself .Avadon-Black. at a
road-side stand in the heat of started long before the two scheduled
He is called a troubadour. He does not
mid-day. Walking to a ledge for Monday and Tuesday evening
s.
sing. He tells stories of those he has overlo
oking the expanse of risen, "But don't worry," he said, "you'r
e
met on his hitching journey from Los square
d-off land, removing his shirt still in time for the best part."
It
Angeles to UMO. Waiting until the and lying down
in the heat of the started nearly two weeks ago when
time for his performance, on Monday day. Anyon
e who has lain in the he began introducing himself with
night, he sat with the audience.
summer sun at mid-day knows the magic tricks and monolo
gues before
After the lights went down and strength-draining heat that builds
up movie audiences, at concerts, and in
only the front of 100 Forestry was within you from
just lying still. cafeterias. He ate his meals and
slept
visible he rose from his seat and Everyone felt it then. He
lay down where he was invited to. As a result,
presented himself to us. The tan that on that plateau, opened
his eyes and his final show was not just
a
comes from being constantly on the was on a sandy beach
of a very performance to 200 blank faces.
It
road was on his face and the very different texture than
the rock of the was to people who knew him.
whiteness of his teeth was that much ledge, with the soft waves runnin
g in
He wants to keep performing
whiter In contrast. The open smile and out,
and the melting heat making throughout the states
until he feels
was the first story he offered us—a him a liquid
pool of being. Closing he knows them and expecia
lly wants
story of himself before he began and opening
his eyes again brought to
meet Vermont and
New
telling us of others. We met many him to the middle
of a steam geyser Hampshire people before the snow
people—a soldier going home to Fort on the University
of Wisconsin flies. Avadon said eventually he
Worth, Texas, on leave to see his campus and turning
a
into pure heat would like to bring together
a
wife; a N.Y. Italian truck driver and stream of
the senses. Yet another traveling caravan and extend his
work
hauling a house trailer in the blink returned the plateau
and the away
from
universities
into
mid-west; and a tall-tale-telling Texan rest stop and hard
brown of the communities.
describing his amorous adventures Mother Earth ledge.
And I still felt
with the lady next-door.
the heat after he had moved on to
Troubadour Avadon-Black performs during one of the sessions he held for
his
He told of riding through the another story.
"friends" on this campus. He introduced himself to people here with his magic
western plateaus and stopping to rest
tricks preceding movies, concerts, etc.
A vadon- Black's performances

The GEarly GAmerican
40 Main St.

Bangor

Invites you to visit and see for yourself'

Be sure and register
with your student ID
for student discount
Cards- Gifts — Prints-Graphics
Pop Art — Original Art Work
Custom Framing - Matting Service

Gift Wrapping & Mailing Service

Kleinholz
Art works
on display

(PICS) Frank Kleinholz, who left
a successful law practice at 45 to
become a nationally known artist, is
exhibiting his paintings in a one-man
show during October in Carnegie
Gallery I at UMO.
During a brief visit to the campus
to see the show hung, Kleinholz, who
now lives in Florida, conducted two
seminars for art students.
Although he was born in New
York City and has spent much of his
life there. Kleinholz is not a stranger
to Maine where he attended Colby
College for one year. Colby awarded
him an honorary degree in 1968.
After a year at Colby in 1919.
Kleinholz
attended
Fordham
University where he earned his law
dr.vee and practiced law until 1945
when he became a full-time artist.
His work is characterized by an
imaginative,
but
unsentimental,
treatment of scenes of daily life.

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Invite You
YOUR NEW DAIRY QUEEN
To Enjoy A
Host and Hostess: Evelyn & Will Baird
•
•
Bring this pass for a
•
•
;STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE:
•
at price off!!
•
•
•

Dairy
Queen

BROADWAY DAIRY QUEEN
Sessilwapy — Suseger, Again*
ACROSS MOM 7141 BANGOR SHOPPING UNTO
!

PICTURE AND GIFT SHOP
17 MAIN STREET

DOWNTOWN BANGOR

Students! Make your room the
meanest horror pad in the dorm
with our new Halloween decorations.
Also don't miss our fine a.ssortment of
•Candles
•Posters
•String Bead Curtains
•Incense
•Calendars
Also enjoy our wild array of gifts, cards and station
ery.

The Nicest Cards in Town

Secretary
for the
Student Senate

THE

BOSTON
STORE

FOR

BIG.

BIG

BARGAINS

We carry latest fashions and
styles, catering to University
students
FOR GUYS AND GALS
Levi and Maverick Jeans
Suede and Leather Jacketsregular and fringed
Bell Bottoms and Wild Sport Shirt
s
Sneakers and Boots
Fringe Novelty Items and Posters
mama esommems

emommemossomem mosolue memo.
FALL UNIVERSITY OF MAIN
E
STUDENTS
10% -

DISCOUNT

UPON SHOWING THIS COUP
ON

1111111111118/11111111111

11111111111111111111111161111111111111111111111

interested students contact the General
Student Senate
12 Lord Hall
Call 7801 for interview.

30 - 32 Main St
Bangor, Maine

1M11111111111111111111111

Tel. 945-6293
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Prof authors book
on atomic
Chicago rocks UM students

(P1CS) The birth pangs of an
author on the eve of publishing a
book were intensified for UMO
political science professor, Dr. Walter
S. Schoenberger, because his research
was
largely
with
classified
documents.
Schoenberger's
first
book,
"Decision of Destiny," will come out
next week (Oct. 19-24), published by
the Ohio University Press at Athens.
"Decision of Destiny" concerns
itself with the decision to use the
atom bomb in 1945, and was
originally written as Schoenberger's
dissertation for his doctorate at
Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy.
It was not until the end of the
Eisenhower Administration that the
material Schoenberger needed was
cleared for certain scholars, and he
was able to study minutes of an
interim committee advising President
Truman, and
records of the
Manhattan
Engineering
Project.
However, notes had to be typed on
the scene, left there, and screened by
the Departments of State and
Defense. After screening, they were
released to Schoenberger but only on
condition that they be kept in a
classified safe on the UMO campus.
The only classified safe at Orono
was in the office of the commanding
officer of the ROTC unit, and the
notes could not be taken from the
office. Much of the manuscript was
therefore written there, and when it
was finished it could be type only by
a "cleared" typist—who happened to
be an ROIr sergeant.

Since it was also Schoenberger's
dissertation he then had to carry
it
personally to Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy in Medford,
Mass.,
where it was read by his advisor
and
the board of review—all of
whom had
to receive clearance.
Afterwards the
manuscript was wrapped, seale
d, and
taken by courier to the
Pentagon
where it reposed for two
years with
the Department of Defen
se.
The book deals with the cauti
on
and
doubt
involved
in
the
experimentation and production
of
the atomic weapons, and the
political
expediencies and interaction
of
political forces in the U.S. and
among
her allies that had to be consi
dered in
their use. Of Pres. Truman's
decision
to use the atom bomb Schoe
nberger
says, "The president was new
to his
position. He had little knowledge
of
the bombs and little direct
control
over their production. To
some
degree he was the instrument
of
decision rather than its creator."
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Chicago came to Maine last
Sunday
night, and
presented
probably the most professionally
given concert any of the UM
campuses have seen in eyars. The
seven-piece band played before a
sellout crowd of 3.200 at the Hill
Gymnasium at the Gorham campus
of the University of Maine for
two
and one-half hours; the affair was
sponsored jointly by the Portl
and
and Gorham campuses.
The battery of songs played by
the celebrated Chicago musicians
included a back-to-back barrage with
their most well-known hits, "25 or 6
to 4" and the seven-movement
"Make Me Smile". All of their
concert material was taken from their
first two
albums, except for
"Mothers", a critical poem on
pollution. "Mothers", which features
a two minute trombone solo by

HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP

395 South Main St. Brewer
Tel. 942-3279

James Pankow, will appear on
Chicago's third album.
Chicago's dynamic, pulsating
sound, which combines smooth brass
with the steel strings of piano and
guitars, drove the clapping, cheering,
and rather cramped students to near
frenzy. At the end of the
performance the listeners, chanting in
unison, demanded more music.
Wearily (lead guitarist Terry Kath
was dripping with perspiration), the
seven musicians agreed and everyone
heard a half-hour rendition of
"Liberation". Then, thanking the
noisy crowd for the warm reception,
Chicago lett.
The Stone Flute, a Gorham State
College group, preceded Chicago.

Most students were pleased with their
sound, particularly with their male
and female vocalists. The prestige of
backing up Chicago climaxed the
Stone 1.1ute's successes' this was to
be their last performance.
rsitilougn tickets were sold for
three weeks before this concert, they
were sold at the Orono and
Farmington campuses only one week
before the show. Only 100 tickets
were to be sold at UMO and
Farmington State each; none of the
other UM campuses advertised
tickets, as the bulk of them were
bought
two
weeks
ago
by
Portland-Gorham students.

UNIVERSITY MOTORS

CHALET
•.••

A.A.A.

ALIGNMENT

SNOW TIRES

TUNE-UPS

BILL GAVETT PROP.

BILL GAVETT PROP.

866-2311

866-2538

BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPM
ENT
GERRY,CAMP TRAILS & HIM
ALAYA
SKIS, TOGS & EQUIPMENT

Big and bold for a bit more
swagger with your wider cut
pants. Free wheelin' style
comes in Classic Brown, sizes
61/2 to 13. Many other great new
boots at Standard, too.

ALL THE NEWS THAT'S
HT To PRiNT
.•$
THE TRUE ROD1 SHIRT RI'

VAN HEUSEN•
DESIGNED
oAirport Mall
*Broadway
*Presque Isle

ERGONOMETRICALLV
Van Heusen uses Ergonometrics, the scie
nce of
body measurement, to design the perfe
ct fitting
body shirt. Here at last is perfect fit ... Styled
with
fashion importance. This fabulous print
is Vanopress• 80% cotton, 20% polyester. Feat
ures a
flattering fuller collar and 3-button cuff
in a fine
assortment of colors and prints.
$900

DOWNTOWN BANGOR
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Progress slows after bond issue defeats
continued from page' 2

by Ron E
the editorials in the CAMPUS seem swimming pool will be the most job is having to constantly fight is the more expensive in the long run, situation than those who have
to reflect the fact that there is great popular area on campus. We are going
the money question.
he said, because you are cutting a already had a chance to adopt
dissatisfaction among the students. to have it open every day, and as late
The lack of classroom and office vital service to students; 2. Expand particular life-styles, and who may be
"It more people were willing to at night as possible."
4:lace is a continuing problem that is the class day. But he said you are not in a position to choose a roommate.
express concern," he said,"and make
The library is yet another area in
made more difficult every year by saving money this way, or; 3.
Plans for new housing facilities
some noise, the better the chances serious need of funds to expand. increases in enrollment. Earsel Goode
Bring in temporary trailor units to are also being drawn. A type of
would be of turning the issue James
said: "I.or every 15 students taken
MacCampbell.
University
Modular Construction
house the faculty offices.
is being
around."
Librarian, said: "We are desperate for
in. the university has to hire I faculty
"If enrollment continues as is," considered that would house 4 in
Rand mentioned the fact that an addition. In less than 2 y.ears, we
member. The ratio is 10 to 1 for Goode said, "we will have to each unit, with 2 bedrooms per unit.
there are other methods of obtaining will be piling books on the floor." He graduates. So if you let in 450 new
lenghten the day next year, and Each unit would have its own kitchen
a new Union. One method would be said the library has less than one students, you have to hire 30 new
double or triple the faculty office facilities, which would eliminate the
to have a Student Union Fee, where third as many seats as it needs.
faculty members, plus create office
stivation. Or we could consolidate need to expand the campus dining
all students would pay an additional
MacCampbell said that UMO has space for them."
teaching assistance, which is not a halls. The oast of living in these units
$25-40 fee per semester. If each the lowest book budget of any of the
Goode said that if you take good thing to do, because you are would be determined so that it would
student paid the $25 fee, this would 6 State University libraries in New
classrooms for offices, this limits the
pulling teachers out of 2 or 3 other he close to what students are paying
produce an amount of around England. Yet we are number 3 in
number of classes you an have in a areas to put into one, and those other now. But this plan is in the
5400,000 a year for the new enrollment: after Massachusetts and
particular subject. He said more areas loose."
drawing-board stage only.
building, or an additon to the old. Connecticut. He said that the students would get locked out of
If and when it is possible to
"Classrooms have to match the
Preference
of this method is addition to the library was number 3 courses.
particular needs of the subject being convince the State legislature that
evidenced by a 1963 survey by the on the priority list now, and that a
"This school can't take any more taught," he said. "You can't just certain facilities at UMO are so
Student
Union
Association
of new building would be asked for in a classrooms for offices for faculty," hand over any classroom. Each necessary as to justify an expansion in
ruentods in financing construction. In legislative request next year. "But 1
he said, "in fact, we may have to subject has particular needs. And the budget allotments; or if and when it
public institutions. 46'7 of all Unions sec no relief in sight," he said. "Even
start taking labs for classrooms."
classroom has to full fill a certain is possible to convince the people of
built were financed by the Federal if the new building is approved, it
Goode said there were three ways utility function. We try to have each Maine that the university needs and
( ,overnment. 29'i by the Student won't be completed for 3 years. The
to cope with a lack of money for classroom filled to 75`,.4 capacity as warrants their support, only then will
1 ,.e; 22'", by Feneral Subscription most discouraging thing about my expansion: I. Cut cnrollriicnt, which
this; plan and others like it be
much as possible all the time."
“Impaigns; and only 15'; by State or
Goode said that up until now realized. Meanwhile, the university
Ity appropriation.
threatening to freeze the enrollment continues to grow in population, and
The Gym is another area hit hard
has been a political game. But he said over-crowded condtions grow worse.
b. fund losses. Phase II of the
that in the near future, unless
e..nsturction program was to have
additional funds are made available
ahcw ed complete renovation of the
to provide adequate facilities for the
house, which is close to 39 years
students, freezing the enrollment will
BANGOR
DOWNTOW
N
AIRPORT
MALL
oid. and was designed originally. for
have to become a political reality.
3, p os.e. 'To
ta y
s,!lly 1500.
Overcrowding in the dorms and
Harold Westerman. Director of
ELLSWORTH — DOWNTOWN
dining facilities creates another
Phy steal Education and Athletics
problem. Dr. Grant. Head of the 1-o hly-,1"
said: "The field house we have now is
Mental Health Center said that while
ii
small to take care of a
there is no direct measure as to what
LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHERN
‘..ommunity of 10.000 and all the
degree overcrowding affects morale,
%aried interests we have." He said an
NEW ENGLAND
it definitely would tend to intensify
e\panded facility would be the most
any problems a student might have.
Ck
Liathy thing we could have here on
The
procedure
of
tripling
...•npus. "All the students haye
freshman
instead
students
of
°wick:bit
he said, is their bedroom and
ofcupperclassmen is being re-evaluated.
..ssroorn. a little Union area. and
SOME OF THE MOST EXPLICIT SEX
It is felt by some of the people
CCofliAl
p m. A new faciliiy. would on
working in this area that students
SCENES
ALLOWE
D
TO
SHOWN
BE
students a chance to relax ,,H1
having no prior knowledge of each
-111C Cleker41
them some way to use their PUBLICLY." —Newark News
other, such as freshmen, are having
t CoAtuts
,ure time. They would be able to
greater difficulties adjusting to the
..elope new interests."
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Westerman said he thought the
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BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A

titC11.
ANNE GRETE ipronounce4'GUAM
introducing

LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN
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Love shows at a glance.
In the things you do
You'll see love in
ArtCarved diamonds, too.
Come choose the Love Ring
that says it just for you.
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The Maine Campus can help you with all
these problems
for the cost of $1.50 which allows you a
one column one inch ad. Contact the Maine Campus
offices at Lord
Hall. 866-7531 or 7532. Deadlines are
Monday noon.
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Community Action
Committee formed

UMO profs
lose in local
election

"The singer. . .has an image that one
side of the fence, and their
can't go wrong, lie could sweep any wimps
on the other.) Sebastian
teenage girl off her feet with his "spent
a couple of months buying
'hipness', still be best friends with her gin"
for Negro blues singer, Lightnin'
abandoned boyfriend, and leave the Hopkins
. He picked up many of
A
"constructive
girl's mother commenting on how Hopkins
revolution"
' stylistic approaches and it improvi
Among the ideas expressed at the
ng the living conditions of the
well-behaved and wholesome he is." was
through him that Sebastian met low
meeting was the organization at
income families in the Bangor
That is what VARIETY said the late
Mississippi John Hurt, a area is being
organized by a group of independent study projects for college
about John Sebastian's stint at the legenda
Two
UMO professais were
ry blues singer who was UMO
which
would
students . A committee was credit
take the defeated in their
Tibber End Cafe in N.Y. a little over playing
October 12 bids for
the smoky room circuit in formed
participating
students int‘‘ the three-ye
at a meeting in the
a year ago. That was soon after his N.Y. One
ar term Bangor City Council
of Hurt's songs had a Emmanu
commun
ity.
Another
el Baptist Church in Bangor
was
the seats as a light turnout
rebirth into pop music at little gig on refrain, "I
of municipal
love my baby by the lovin' with
the purpose of recruiting establishment of a free store in
a farm some ninety miles north of spoonful.
voters went to the polls to select
. .the lovin' spoonful." volunteers
for the several projects Bangor which would mato: clothing among
the city. He had been away for a
six candidates running for
and other goods available to those
while, essentially since 1967 and the From this phrase, an idea was born. being set up.
three Council positions.
who can't afford them. I. rce concerts
The Rev. Ron Willis said that up
break-up of his group, "Lovin' Sebastian joined with friends from
Political science professor James
and films were also suggested as
Spoonful". His appearance at the the Village, Zal Yanofsky, Joe Butler, to now, the university has existed in
Henderson
and
biochemistry
a
vacuum
means
,
of
providing entertainment for
unconcerned with the
phenomenon that was Woodstock and Steve Boone, to form "Lovin'
associate
professor
A. Stanley
the people.
was like the reunion of true friends Spoonful", and the song "Do You problems of people living in the
Getchell finished in fourth and fifth
surroun
ding
Of
commun
major
concern
ity.
He
at
the moment places respecti
feels
everywhere, a little shy, but warm Believe in Magic" drifted sweetly
vely. Henderson polled
is the organization of car pools and a
and sincere. Those that had felt love across the country. Others followed. that there are people who are
4.500 votes, and Getchell captured
beginni
ng
babysitt
to
get
involve
ing
center
but
during
d,
they
the
last
two
for the man as a part of "Spoonful", "You Didn't Have to Be So Nice",
1,149 votes out of a total of 3,797
renewed that love for him, and those "Daydream", "Summer in the City", must also be prepared to work. Willis weeks in October when the monthly ballots cast.
said
that
what the poor people need
distribution of commodities to
who had not know him in the "Nashville Cats", and "Younger
Although
the
two
UMO
is not sympathy, but help. "You can
welfare families is made. Some 600
yesterdays,
smiled
professors did not run as a ticket,
at
his Girl". By the spring of 1969, John never feel what
people
these
need rides and people to take they
people feel." he
straightforward lyrics and his music Sebastian had published 100 songs.
did
work
together
in
continued, "but you can commit care of their children while they pick
floated in everyones' heads like wispy And people did believe in magic.
coordinating
their
campaign
yoursel
f
to
up
helping
food
for
some
them."
3.000
families
.
This column is seldom used to
clouds, snatching at consciousness.
activities.
John W. Ballot'. chairman of the
He began picking guitar at the age telling its readers that they should
of 13 in Washington Square in N.Y. buy this or that record, or that they
City Council, received the most votes
for the three-way race. He polled
There was little formal musical should go to this or that concert.
2.262 votes for a second term on the
training in his background, only the However, John Sebastian is going to
council.
process
of a
music-immersion be in concert at the University of
John J. Mooney, in making his
existence. "You hear a cat practicing Maine on October 24. And you
third bid for a council seat, placed
in the next room six hours a day, and should plan to experience it. But
second on the ballot with 2,030
you have to pick up something," he don't go because I told you to. Go,
because John Sebastian is good. Go.
scats. And James S. Bigney.
says.
, a
weathercaster for WLBZ-TV, placed
For a while he "really played at because he is a very warm human
third with a total of 1,624 votes.
music", doing things with Bluegrass being, and you will feel it. Go,
Bangor election officials noted
musicians and the Jim Kweskin Jug because it is a way of feeling good
that the 3,797 votes cast from a total
Band. From that point, he developed without copping out. Sometimes that
Lougee & Frederick Inc.
voter registration of 14,402 was one
a reputation in the village as a is difficult to accomplish.
1171 Broadway, Bangor 43 North Main St., Old Town
of the lightest turnouts in recent
harmonica player and formed his
years.
own jug band, the Even Dozen,
which had anywhere from six to
thirteen members.
His next venture was with the
little-known
group
called
the
"Mugsvumps", composed of, at that
time,
little-known
performers.
Besides John Sebastian, there was Zal
Yanofsky, who later was a member
IN
SANGOS
of "Lovin' Spoonful", and Cass Elliot
Old English Pub and Chop House
and Denny Doherty, who went on to
form half of "The Mamas and the
BANQUET
. ar
Papas".
,- and Function Rooms
suedes, fringes, Fry Boots,
Sometime after the "Mugwumps"
LION'S DIN
split, thy the way, a mugwump was a
TUDOR ROOM
Black Lights & Posters
CRYSTAL ROOM
member of an obscure political party
RED LION UNDER
Suedes, Fringes, Candels, Beads, Incense.
in the U.S.. fence-sitters on many
•••
issues, thereby having their mugs on
427 Main Street Bangor (207) 942 -6361 945 • LOND
ON
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The perfect answer for all occasions.
Let the "flower people"at Lougee &
Frederick Inc. help you with your
every floral need.

"Together clothes for together people"

Always in stock:
•••••• over 4000 pairs of Bells
over 3000 body shirts

I

Free peace stickers with every purchase!

DON'T FOLLOW THE HERD.

chess king
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.
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CENTER ST. OLD TOWN
AT THE END OF THE BRIDGE

'Classified Ads'
For Sale

Economy Furniture
R. R. Station
Old Town

Bangor

•

•

Large I sett Steel Office Desk S8S
t sed Nood Desk $39
Several large, damaged desks,
as is $20.

Airport Mall
Union St.

HID at the
$t LOUIS
MEN ...•••

1970 Triumph 6 I ht
mileage under 1000 miles.
Sienna Brown fastback loaded w ith
extras!!! Asking S25110. Reason
This coed can't drive a 4-speed!
Call Sally Rice. 794-3581
23A
Lincoln. Maine
Broadway

Would You Believe!

Part-Time Work
Part time work available for
ambitious college student.
I •

information write
(AIR, P.O. Box 20377,
Indianapolis. Indiana 46220.

Penobscot frading Post
For reload supplies
shot guns
hand -guns
rifles
ammunition supplies
compasses
eS
North Main St.
Old I own
SCII

YOU DON'T GET ENGAGED EVERY DAY
SO DON'T GET AN EVERYDAY DIAMOND

••••• 0

A beautiful landmark in your life .. getting
engaged. And your diamond should reflect
the

Rooms with kitchen prisileges

importance. Doesn't have to be big. but
it must be fine and firey. Well help you select ,in
exquisite ring to blaze cool and clear
for every day and many a year.

ithin walking distance of
campus.

Male or female.

tall 866-2516 or 866-4315

Jolinns 's Pizza
courteous service'
ti'.en 7 days and nate%
827-3848
North Main Si

Old I ow n

W.C. BRYANT& Son Inc.
46 Main St. BANGOR
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Wildcats
ramp Maine Soccer Bears
harriers
win two more

The UMO Cross Country harriers
had a tough time of it last Saturday
as the University of New Hampshire
Wildcats defeated them in a dual
meet by a score of 15-40. The score
of a meet is computed by adding the
number of finish of the first five
finishers for each team. The Wildcats
captured the first five places thus
their score was fifteen. Fifteen is the
lowest, and, thus the best, score a
team can attain.
Tom Dowling was the individual
winner as he negotiated the four and
three quarter-mile course in the time
of 25:13. The best a Maine Daler
Following
Powers' could do was the sixth place finish of
Norm
a
interception of a Hastings pass, UNH Sophomore Chris Warner.
moved 30 yards for its first score.
The first ten finishers were: I.
Carl DeFilippi capped the dnve with
Dowling (UNH), 2. Jarrett (UNH), 3.
a two yard run. The try for the extra Shorey (UNH), 4. Eaton (UNH), 5.
point was good and UNH took a Doyle (UNH), 6. Warner (M), 7.
short-lived 7-6 lead. Maine took the Daley (M), 8. Sisson (UNH), 9.
ensuing kickoff and drove 61 yards LaPierre (UNH), 10. Bassett (UNH).
to the UNH 14. With 12 seconds
This Saturday, the Ed Styrna
remaining in the first half, Jim Hayes coached Bears will journey to Colby
booted a 31 yard field goal to put the for a dual meet to be held at 2:30
Bears in front 9-7. The score stayed p.m.
that way until Hopkins took over the
game late in the fourth quarter.

MN 11 surges
to nip Bears
Last period heroics by senior
quarterback Bob Hopkins thwarted a
gallant effort by the Bears of Maine,
as the University of New Hampshire
Wildcats
defeated
13-9
Maine
Saturday. The game boosted UNH's
record 1-2 and dropped Maine's to
0-4.
It seemed that Maine had the
game in command when Mike Porter
punted the ball to the UNH 12 yard
line with only 4:22 left to play and
Mane leading 9-7. Then Hopkins took
over. From the 12, he passed the
Wildcats all the way to the Maine 26.
Two runs by Ken Roberson moved
the ball to the two yard line. A try to
run the ball over from the two failed.
An illegal procedure penalty the
moved the ball back to the six.
Hopkins then went to his favorite
target. Jim Breault, for a touchdown
pass.
Maine scored first in the game.
Rhodes.
John
who
an
had
outstanding game, recovered a
fumble on the UNH 24. Five plays
later, quarterback Sandy Hastings hit
Dave Paul with a two yard
touchdown pass. The try for the
extra point was missed. The Maine
Jefense then stopped two successive
1
within its own 30 yard line.

At the game films shown to the
public Monday n*ht at 7:00 in 153
Barrows, Coach Walt Abbott had
nothing but praise for his team. He
said the game was a "heartbreaker".
He cited the fine work of Captain
Arnie James in the defensive line,
expecially in the last two games. He
called James "one of the finest
captains, leadership wise, in the
history of Maine football". Also
singled out for their fine play were
John Rhodes, Bob Hayes, Bill
Swede!, and the whole special units
which comprise the kick-off and kick
return teams.

DOCKTOR, PET
CENTER
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SPORTS
CALENDAR
Fri., Oct

16

SOCCCT,

Froth
LIMP
Club, here, 3:00 p.m.

Soccer

Sat.. Oct. 17
Football, Connecticut, away,
1:30 p.m.
Soccer, Connecticut, away,
10:00 a.m.
Cross Country, Colby, away,
2:30 p.m.
Sailing, Dinghy Invitational,
Bruswick, 12:30 p.m.
Varsity Rifle, Maine and
Nasson, at Husson, 8:00 a.m.
Froth Cross Country, Colby
rosh, away, 2:30 p.m.

The Soccer team boosted its
record to four wins, one loss, and
two ties this past week as they
registered identical 2-1 wins over
Bowdoin and the University of New
Hampshire. Their Yankee Conference
record is now 2-1-0.
Last Wednesday the Bears ended
an eight year domination by the
Bowdoin Polar Bears. In the eight
years Maine has fielded a soccer team
they had never beaten the club from
Brunswick.
It was an exiting game al) the
way. The first half was scoreless.
Midway through the third period
Bowdoin broke the scoring ice with a
goal on which Maine Goalie Bill
Herland never had a chance. After
the goal, however, Maine caught fire,
controlling the rest of the game.
Maine's first score was made by
Ron Conyers who brought the ball
over midfield and sent a pass into the
right corner to forward Ki Connell.
Connell then centered the ball to
Rick Salon who deposited the ball in
the net behind Bowdoin Goalie Russ
Outhuse. Play remained scoreless
until the end of regulation time and
throughout the first overtime period
of five minutes.
With three minutes and thirty
seconds remaining in the second and
last overtime, Carlton Ming got a ball
out of a wild scramble in front of the
Bowdoin net and sent a short pass to
freshman Mani Osode. Osode sent a
low shot into the left corner of the
net to make the s...ore two to one.
In the remaining three and one
half minutes, Maine withstood a
furious attack by the Polar Bears who
seemed determined not to let their
undefeated string against Maine be
broken. They had several good

Sun., Oct. 18
Sailing,
Open
Regatta,
ambridge. Mass., 9:30 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 21

I:nton Mall

Bangor
Soccer, Bates, Lewiston, 2:30
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•Special New Goodyear 4-ply
Sno-Tires $14.95 & Up
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We can't be beaten""

chances to score but good work by
the Maine fullbacks thwarted their
efforts. Goalie Bill Herland was
outstanding, making many good
saves, the most memorable of which
were several consecutive diving saves
which appeared to be sure goals.
Saturday at Durham, Maine put
forth another fine effort. First period
scores by Mani Osode and Doug
Foust (both unassisted) put Maine
out in front to stay. UNH's score
came in the second period on a goal
by George Peitz assisted by Dan
M urdock.
After that Maine completely shut
the door on the Wildcats. UNH had
eleven shots on goal in the game but
Maine held them to only one shot
one goal in the second half. Likewise
Maine Goalie Bill Herland made seven
saves, all in the first half.
Oct. 17 the team travels to Storrs
to play Connecticut, ranked tenth
nationally. Oct. 21 they journey to
Waterville to play Colby.

UNH frosh
drop cubs
29-20
The
University
New
of
Hampshire Freshmen Football team,
like its varsity counterpart, rallied
late in the game to snatch victory
from its Orono opponent Oct. 9 at
Orono. The 29-20 loss set the Maine
Freshmen at 1-1 for the year.
Maine took the lead early in the
game on a 36-yard bomb from
quarterback Bruce Madden to Sam
Estey with Bill Hamlin booting his
first of two extra point kicks. Before
the half, however, UNH bounced
back with a 60 yard drive capped by
a one-yard touchdown plunge by
quarterback Bill McAndrews.
The Bear Cubs regained the lead
immediately in the third period when
cool-passing &tackiest lofted another
touchdown pasts to Jeff Freitos for a
31 yard score. Hamim's extra point
kick placed Maine out front at 14-7.
Later in the third period Maine
widened its lead to 20-7 when
hard-running halfback Bob Fanjoy
wheeled 80 yards for a third Maine
touchdown.
The final period was all New
Hampshire, as the Wildcat offense
exploded for 22 points. The usually
strong Bear Cub defense allowed the
UNH Freshmen a 69 yard scoring
drive early in the fourth period,
followed by two quick touchdowns,
including a three-yard run by Bob
Richards.

Freshman men interested in
trying out for Freshman basketball
will meet in Room 140, Bennett Hall,
October 15 at 7:00 p.m.

a sharp, business-minded
individual looking for practical
experience selling advertising
(must have car)
106 Lord Hall ask
for Margie
CAMPUS office

WANTED
for this paper

